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Floor lamp with solar charge 600 lumens, with
motion detector

 8 003910 108240 >

Colour box N/A 4

Solar-powered LED floor lamp. Without cables. Stainless steel. 600 lumens with motion detector. Height: 54cm. IP44: for balconies, gardens, terraces,
lawns ...

DATI TECNICI / SPECIFICATION / CARACTÉRISTIQUES / CARACTERISTICAS / SPEZIFIKATIONEN

Product name: TULUM
Power supply: SOLAR
Power supply included: YES
Type of power supply: SOLAR PANEL
Batteries included: YES
Battery (type): 18650
Battery (capacity mAh): 2200
Battery technology: LITHIUM-ION
Battery weight: 0.045
 Charging Time (hrs): 12
Runtime (hrs): 8
Light technology: SMD LED
Power (W): 10
Lumen: 600
Kelvin degrees: 4000K
Light beam: DIFFUSE
Materials: METAL
Extendable: NO
Insulation class: III
Colour: BLACK
Switch: YES
Protection degree (IP): IP44
Accessories included: GARDEN SPIKE
Lamp included: YES
Guarantee: 2 ANNI
Product width (mm): 158
Product depth (mm): 158
Product height (mm): 541
Net weight kg): 1,091

https://www.velamp.com/en/250/2305-floor-lamp-with-solar-charge-600-lumens-with-motion-detector.html


DESCRIZIONE / DESCRIPTION / DESCRIPTION / DESCRIPCIÓN / BESCHREIBUNG

Solar LED floor lamp in stainless steel; contemporary and extremely refined design; resistant to impact and atmospheric agents; the
electronic part is particularly water resistant.Operation: the lamp recharges during the day, using the sun's rays. 3 modes of use: 1) always
on: the light turns on automatically when the sun goes down for 8 hours. 20 continuous lumens: the lamp is then used as a street lamp; it
will turn off automatically at dawn. 2) mixed mode: the light turns on automatically when the sun goes down: 20 continuous lumens; in
addition, the motion detector is activated: 400 lumens for 8 seconds if it detects a movement; it will turn off automatically at dawn. 3)
detection only mode: the lamp will light up for 8 seconds at 600 lumens if it detects movement in the covered area; acts as both a courtesy
light and a safety light.The lamp is fitted with the latest generation SMD LEDs with high-performance diffusers: the light is homogeneous;
4000K light: neither too hot nor too cold.Equipped with 6V 0.3a monocrystalline solar panel and Li-Ion 2200mAh battery; it can be fixed
with dowels or using the convenient peg provided; autonomy: up to 8 hours depending on the charge received during the day.Dimensions:
54 cm in height and 16 cm in diameter.

DATI LOGISTICI / LOGISTIC INFORMATION / DONNEES LOGISTIQUES / DATOS LOGÍSTICOS / LOGISTISCHE DATEN

Packing type: Colour box
Length of the packed product (mm): 170
Packed product width (mm): 170
Height of packed product (mm): 550
Peso prodotto imballato (Kg): 0.85
Master quantity: 4
ITF INNER: 18003910108247
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